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The Portuguese Colonial War (Portuguese: Guerra Colonial Portuguesa), also known in Portugal as the
Overseas War (Guerra do Ultramar) or in the former colonies as the War of Liberation (Guerra de
LibertaÃ§Ã£o), was fought between Portugal's military and the emerging nationalist movements in Portugal's
African colonies between 1961 and 1974. The Portuguese regime was overthrown by a military ...
Portuguese Colonial War - Wikipedia
The French and Indian Wars is a name used in the United States for a series of conflicts that occurred in
North America between 1688 and 1763 and were related to the European dynastic wars. The title French and
Indian War in the singular is used in the United States specifically for the warfare of 1754â€“63, the North
American colonial counterpart to the Seven Years' War in Europe.
French and Indian Wars - Wikipedia
Colonialism in 10 Minutes: The Scramble For Africa, a 10 minute clip from the documentary Uganda Rising,
Mindset Media, 2006. Colonialism, in the traditional sense, ended as European countries started fighting over
themselves over the world (the World Wars) and in effect, weakened themselves in the process (allowing the
United States and Soviet Union to eventually gain in immense power.
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